**AFGHAN CONFLICT LEAVES 86 TALIBAN DEAD, 87 SECURITY PERSONNEL KILLED, MISSING**

KARUL - Afghan conflict has left 86 Taliban fighters and 87 security personnel either killed or missing over past 24 hours in nine provinces of south, west and central Afghanistan, officials said Sunday.

According to a statement of Helmand provincial government, the Taliban fighters and security personnel have been killed over past 24 hours in the province and poppy-growing provinces. "Afghan forces during and after operations have killed Welda rebuffs throughout the troubled Helmand province over past 24 hours," said the statement.

"Afghan forces have killed around 20 soldiers for more than a week. Unclear circumstances it was not possible to determine through independent," said on Pajhwok.

AFGHAN MIGRANTS STUCK IN JALALABAD RESIST GOING HOME

BELGRADE, Serbia - They have come a long way, spent a lot of time in refugee camps and changed their mind at the last minute, leaving you with nowhere to go. Unfortunately, there’s no reason to blame others for your position.

Taurus (April 20–May 20)

Outlook Horoscope

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

Your diplomatic approach to conflict is put to the test today. You may not have your way in some important matters. Although your day may be turned upside down, you’ll still have enough strength to get your message across. Take a chance to find the freedom you seek.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

A surgical approach may help you to solve a problem today. Your depth of knowledge allows you to see precisely what is needed, and your advice is a good tool for making the necessary changes.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

A casual remark could alter the course of events, so think twice before you speak. Communication is a key skill to master in order to make your way through the day. Take a step back and analyze the situation before moving faster than your ability to moderate outbursts.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Domestic tranquility may be elusive today so focus on your daily tasks. It’s a good day to do anything to make your case. It’s useless to pretend that you’re willing to submit to someone else’s will. You may have to dig in your heels and not let anyone’s permission to make radical positive changes. For- tune favors the bold, so don’t let shyness hold against your emotions get the best of you now.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb.18)

You are ready to put forward your plans despite arbitrary rules and are quite willing to rattle your cage. You are strong-willed and feel a distinct need for recognition of your efforts today. A rebellious Moon-Uranus square provokes you to reject convention and break with tradition to get your message across. Take an entirely different approach that allows you to go off the path to create a more harmonious environment.

Pieces (Feb 18-Mar.20)

Speaking your truth is not always accepted as a family policy, but being honest about your doubts helps to clarify the situation. You might want to decide before today to make your case, to avoid confusion. Thankfully, the Moon’s current visit to your 11th House of Community empowers you with a surge of creativity. You are ready to put forward your plans despite arbitrary rules and are quite willing to rattle your cage. You are strong-willed and feel a distinct need for recognition of your efforts today. A rebellious Moon-Uranus square provokes you to reject convention and break with tradition to get your message across. Take an entirely different approach that allows you to go off the path to create a more harmonious environment.